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Every brewery has unused production data whether it's on paper, google sheets, or in a 
software platform. When analyzed, production data can become an integral part of a QC 
program through statistical process control (SPC). Larger breweries have been doing this for 
decades with significant financial and quality returns. As one of the cheapest forms of QC, there 
is no reason small breweries can’t do it too. In part 1 we’ll review a few basic principles of 
statistical process control (SPC) before giving you examples to work through in part 2. 

Breweries Applying Process Control 

Before getting into the nuts and bolts of process control, here are a few breweries using these 
tools successfully to make better beer with less money. 

New Belgium _ Increased Tank Capacity 

Ninkasi _ Cut Production Cost by $30/BBL  

MillerCoors_Lowered Trans-2-Nonenal  

The Concept 

Let’s start with an example before getting into the complexity of making good beer. 

 

 

These example bolts need to be manufactured at a certain width. Every manufacturing process 
has inherent variability. The manufacturer needs to reduce the variability enough so that each 
bolt is an acceptable width. 

https://www.masterbrewerspodcast.com/146
https://www.mbaa.com/meetings/districtpresentations/DistrictPresentations/CHAMBERS,%20Lean%20manufacturing.pdf#search=six%20sigma
https://www.mbaa.com/meetings/archive/2014/proceedings/2014%20Presentations/M-32_Samp.pdf
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If the variation in bolt width is normal, it will look like the bell curve below. 99.7% of 
measurements will fall within 3 standard deviations of the average, which we’ll call the control 
limits. That range is what we are reliably capable of producing, so it’s called the process 
capability. 

 

 

Let’s flip this bell curve on its side and plot the points on a graph. Now we can see as we’re 
plotting measurements if they fall within normal variation.  

 

If a width falls outside of control limits, we’ll know that it is abnormal variation. Once identified, 
we can identify the cause and get back on track. 
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If we apply this same concept to control points along the way, we can identify out of control 
parameters before they become an issue in the final product. View the charts below. If Machine 
Feedback 3 were in control, our final product may not have been out of width specification. 

 

View fullsize  
Machine Feedback 1 
View fullsize  
Machine Feedback 2 
View fullsize  
Machine Feedback 3 

The upper and lower control limits are calculated values based on what the manufacturer is 
producing. Sometimes these limits do not match up with the actual goal. In that case we would 
label the process incapable of meeting demand.  

In this example, only a portion of the bolts that we are producing work. We’ll have to throw 
away all of the products on the right side of the red line. 

  

https://images.squarespace-cdn.com/content/v1/5efcd55097f00c528391a2d4/1617135141191-GQT7VPYG7CDVWNJ5K58O/ke17ZwdGBToddI8pDm48kM_drxwcp4d5D1NWKNGyJWFZw-zPPgdn4jUwVcJE1ZvWQUxwkmyExglNqGp0IvTJZamWLI2zvYWH8K3-s_4yszcp2ryTI0HqTOaaUohrI8PIpnpI2_2SzIl7u_bf9v495cVWwp82rZzU9ANenzQ22gUKMshLAGzx4R3EDFOm1kBS/Control%2B1.jpg
https://images.squarespace-cdn.com/content/v1/5efcd55097f00c528391a2d4/1617049575072-U1CZ2146889XEKQN959U/ke17ZwdGBToddI8pDm48kEi554BfVqDecxfq-0fLeRxZw-zPPgdn4jUwVcJE1ZvWQUxwkmyExglNqGp0IvTJZamWLI2zvYWH8K3-s_4yszcp2ryTI0HqTOaaUohrI8PIPbxyHM-6xa0Xjjg8On_01R0dSlWNFyAR_YmEwv-R7aU/Control+2.png
https://images.squarespace-cdn.com/content/v1/5efcd55097f00c528391a2d4/1617049650680-0JHBWCFUV619JXWSZ76H/ke17ZwdGBToddI8pDm48kABKufZVOdQPJYG5j4_LJtdZw-zPPgdn4jUwVcJE1ZvWQUxwkmyExglNqGp0IvTJZamWLI2zvYWH8K3-s_4yszcp2ryTI0HqTOaaUohrI8PIWlXuJsicyTdZQ90xp8KRitK4x1EOJpcHSBTmCAX9qdc/Control+3.png
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To address this, we have to reduce the variability in our intermediate products until the final 
product is less variable. Then we can adjust one element of the process at a time, to shift the 
mean.  

Applying SPC in Brewing 

The ultimate goal is to make good beer consistently every time. To do that we need to control 
the intermediate products. We’ll walk through how to define what those are, and monitor 
them.  

1. Defining Intermediate Products 

Beer is complicated, with hundreds of variables effecting the final product. If we view it in 
pieces, the task becomes less daunting.  

The ASBC has defined the intermediate products for us. Under the sampling plan you’ll see the 
brewing process split into stages. If we control what comes out of each of these stages, we 
control the final beer. 

2. Deciding what data to collect 

Every piece of data collected in the brewery should be for the purpose of controlling 
intermediate products. If we are collecting and analyzing the correct data, we should be able to 
trouble shoot unanticipated results with little downtime.  

https://www.asbcnet.org/lab/samplingplan/Pages/default.aspx#Malt
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At Grist we recommend that breweries with limited resources start with values that give the 
most powerful information for the least time and money. We have helped define what those 
variables are - feel free to reach out for a prioritized brew log. 

 

3. Organizing the data 

Unless data can be easily manipulated and compiled, it’s next to useless (read; paper logs or 
brews on separate spreadsheet tabs). In Grist, you can store information however you’d like 
and it will be organized and analyzed for you. If spreadsheets are being used, batch information 
should be stored in one row. This allows us to see all values for the same variable in one 
column, and easily analyze that data.  

 

View fullsize  
In Grist brew information can be stored in brew logs, and the software will organize it into table 
format.  

https://images.squarespace-cdn.com/content/v1/5efcd55097f00c528391a2d4/1617210419930-DS32WTBPNX40LCTQCU4Q/ke17ZwdGBToddI8pDm48kNPinQes3wRk10dX8l0rV6t7gQa3H78H3Y0txjaiv_0fDoOvxcdMmMKkDsyUqMSsMWxHk725yiiHCCLfrh8O1z4YTzHvnKhyp6Da-NYroOW3ZGjoBKy3azqku80C789l0m0xm_riGia1tYW-tlSkflmmUGdUxT-PdfSNZNH2kiFZ5xim2EzbyiUVPv5vDG1cXw/Screen+Shot+2021-03-31+at+10.56.26+AM.png
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View fullsize  
Brew information should be stored in rows, so variables can be easily compared in columns. 

4. Analyzing Data 

Now that we are collecting and recording data, it is easy to format each value into a control 
chart. This will allow you to trouble shoot process issues by identifying parameters with 
excessive variation. This is visualized below in Grist, but can be done in Excel to a certain extent 
if data is stored properly. (Link to Grist Analytics article and use the form below to receive an 
Excel control chart template.) 

 
  

https://images.squarespace-cdn.com/content/v1/5efcd55097f00c528391a2d4/1617210420469-6VTNW0CCBGB2D4JYHT44/ke17ZwdGBToddI8pDm48kDMMKxeVmQ8gZsOdv3wCmsUUqsxRUqqbr1mOJYKfIPR7LoDQ9mXPOjoJoqy81S2I8N_N4V1vUb5AoIIIbLZhVYy7Mythp_T-mtop-vrsUOmeInPi9iDjx9w8K4ZfjXt2dm4a6an72exzFjh8NWTUIDy1Y9oUfmVZQCWAMkVRTKTPCjLISwBs8eEdxAxTptZAUg/Screen+Shot+2021-03-31+at+11.06.31+AM.png
https://www.gristanalytics.com/between-two-fermenters/statistical-process-control
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5. Making Data Driven Decisions 

The benefit of having data organized, analyzed, and visualized is that everyone in the brewery 
can be involved in making data driven decisions. Experience and intuition can help fill in the 
gaps, but data should not be ignored. Creating a culture where data is approached without 
expectation or ego will be important. We will touch on this more in Part 2 of Data Analysis for 
Craft Breweries. 

 

Start A Brewery Note: This article is also available here in the Grist Analytics blog, and 
additional blog posts will be shared in the Start A Brewery Library on an ongoing basis courtesy 
of the author. 

 

 

 

https://www.gristanalytics.com/between-two-fermenters/statistical-process-control

